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Syllabus Reference

Course title Cooperative Education through Research Internship

Term 前期 1st Half

Credit(s) 1

The main day The main period

Program/Department 12 Others/Multiple programs offered

Lecturers

成績評価区分 Grading Scale P（合格）,F（不合格）の2段階評価 Two-grade evaluation

レベル Level Level 1

力量 Competence 学際性 Broad perspective、倫理性 Research integrity

Instructor

Full name

* MAYAMA　SATOSHI

ASAOKA（MAEKAWA）　RIN

MIYASHITA KAZUKO

ISHIBASHI YOSHIKAZU

Outline

This subject is “Cooperative Education through Research Internships (hereinafter
referred to as research internships)". This is a long-term, paid, job-based internship

program carried out by companies and universities in collaboration. Credits are
approved by completing the following steps;
1. Students need to register with the matching system operated by the Coop-J

consortium.
2. Students need to apply for a job description offered by a company on the system.

3. Students need to be accepted by a company.
4. Students need to participate in the internship.

Learning objectives

Students can have deeper understanding of how their research specialties can be

applied to a private company by their long period research experiences in a private
company. Students can also have deeper understanding of how their research fields can

be related to surrounding research fields. Students can experience various
communications and recognize their social responsibility as a researcher or
technician.

Grading policy
After completion of the internship, a host company issues an evaluation certificate.
The faculty member of CEPD in charge evaluates student’s performance based on this

evaluation certificate.

Lecture Plan Shown in the job description

Location Shown in the job description

Language Shown in the job description

Textbooks and references None

Notes for students of other programs None

Explanatory note on above URL
Brief description of the research internship and how to register for the matching
system

Others Please note that this course cannot be registered by web.
This course is designed for students who completed the following steps;
1. Students need to register with the matching system operated by the Coop-J

consortium.
2. Students need to apply for a job description offered by a company on the system.

3. Students need to be accepted by a company.
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Students should consult with their supervisor well before applying to this internship.
Please be sure to read the related URL before registration and attend a briefing held

every month.

Keyword internship
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